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The Most Memorable
Moments From Miami Art

and Design Week 2022
Here’s what AD PRO is still thinking about, days after returning from a busy and buzzing Magic City

By Hannah Martin and Lila Allen

December 9, 2022

GQ writer Samuel Hine had it right when, earlier this week, he called the
festivities surrounding Art Basel and Design Miami the “fifth fashion week.” From
the Design District to Miami Beach, plumage from makers, jet setters, and
collectors was on full display—topped only by the wildly provocative installations,
furniture, art, parties, and more taking place around the city.

Having had a few days to recover, here is what we at AD PRO are still thinking
about from all of the showings at Miami Art and Design Week 2022. 

Germane Barnes’s installation Rock | Roll in the Design District Photo: Kris Tamburello

Wynwood & Design District
With each passing year, more of our schedule is dominated by events on Miami’s
mainland, thanks in large part to the mushrooming Miami Design District, where
art, design, and fashion seamlessly converge. As always, the streets of the
District were dressed to impress—decked out by Miami-based architect Germane
Barnes, who hung wind chimes from the trees and installed fanciful seating
capsules around the neighborhood for his installation Rock | Roll. Made of cut-up
pool noodles, the feathery pods were inspired by the elaborate costumes worn
during Miami Carnival, a Caribbean tradition carried to the Magic City. Visitors
could be seen sitting in the elaborate confections throughout the week, taking a
moment to make a phone call or catch up on their emails. 

Craig Robbins Collection Photo: World Red Eye

On Monday night, visitors to the District descended upon the Gagosian x Jeffrey
Deitch show 100 Years, the sixth pair-up between the mega gallery and the
curator-dealer. This year, the collab moved from the Moore Building to the Buick
Building, where, upstairs, Design Miami cofounder and Design District developer
Craig Robins showed off his collection of contemporary art and design. 

Fendi Casa’s new space in the Design District Photo: Venjhamin Reyes

The following evening, the art and design crowds put on their finest cocktail attire
for a soiree at the Arca showroom in Wynwood. There, the stone supplier had
teamed up with power players from both worlds for two installations in and
around the sprawling space. Outdoors, amidst a swirl of tacos and mezcal
cocktails, Polish sculptor Alicja Kwade unveiled a massive sculpture, Pretty Pity,
resembling several scoops of ice cream melting in the blazing Miami sun. “When
I was asked to do something with Arca here for Miami [Art Week], I thought it
would be a perfect match to do something ironic, something sublime, something
sarcastic,” Kwade says of the collaboration. “Of course, it looks like ice cream,
but it’s melting. It’s about our lives, about how we consume under capitalism,
about energy.” Still, the liveliness of the activity surrounding its debut was not lost
on Kwade: “It’s a beautiful and funny piece. It’s colorful, and people enjoy it.”

Alicja Kwade with her installation Pretty Pity at
the Arca showroom in Wynwood Photo:
Alejandro Ramirez Orozco

Kelly Wearstler with a console table from the
Nudo collection produced with Arca Photo: Nick
Hudson

Inside the showroom, AD100 Hall of Fame designer Kelly Wearstler made her
Miami debut with a line of sleek stone furnishings, which the designer presented
in a big-top–like setting of lush draperies, wall-to-wall carpet, and peekaboo
mirrors. The limited-edition collection—called Nudo and now for sale on the
designer’s website—included benches, occasional tables, lounge seating, and
accessories hewn from colorful stone species sourced around the world. “They
all speak the same language, taking this very dense, heavy, hard material and
making it really soft and feminine,” Wearstler says of the line. “And having these
large gestural movements with all the incredible nuances and movement of the
stone really adds to the sex appeal.” 

Gerardo Cortina Wiechers, CEO of Arca, says collaborations with creators like
Wearstler and Kwade are all a part of the company’s approach to luxury. “We
knew from the beginning that working with Kelly, we would need to do a big
release,” he explains. “It would be a big challenge and would make us a better
company and a better team.” When consumers’ appetites for daring and bold
stones seems to be reaching a fever pitch, Arca’s strategy to tap into collabs like
these seems to be well-timed.

Dolce & Gabbana Casa at the Luxury Living showroom Photo courtesy Dolce & Gabbana Casa

For fashion lovers, Wednesday was a big night at Miami Art and Design Week
2022: Party people swarmed Dolce & Gabbana Casa’s takeover at the Luxury
Living showroom to sip champagne amid gleaming gold and leopard print. Even
Gaetano Pesce made an appearance—after all, he was in the neighborhood
earlier that day signing copies of Come Stai?, a new book he has released with
Bottega Veneta (alongside his Insta-worthy suite of resin chairs). Other stops that
night included the B&B Italia showroom, where Stella McCartney unveiled her
groovy and mushroom-patterned outfit for Mario Bellini’s 1972 Bambole sofa, and
Fendi Casa, which celebrated the opening of their first stand-alone flagship in the
US. 

The lineup at Ralph Pucci Photo: Juan Pablo Castro

Just down the road in Wynwood, Ralph Pucci International had their last hurrah
in their current space with a showcase of furniture by designers from their roster
made with plasterglass—their proprietary plaster-like material—curated by Lee
Mindel. The setting, with saturated planes of blue, green, and yellow? Very Josef
Albers goes to Miami. 

During the week, two different activations tapped into the expanding universe of
digital design. At Visionnaire, artist Jonathan Monaghan unveiled a Carrara
marble bust and NFT—a “phygital” hybrid of virtual and IRL sculpture. But this
release isn’t just a gimmick for Miami madness: The company sees major
potential in the use of NFTs for design authentication and customer relations,
according to Visionnaire CEO Leo Cavelli. Meanwhile, metaverse community The
Row invited visitors to come experience its own phygital design with an
installation from artist Daniel Arsham, participate in video walk-throughs of The
Row’s virtual architecture, and even enjoy an Infinity Room–like mirrored
installation.

The Row’s installation Photo: Everyrealm / Jayaram / Future Galerie

Design Miami
Back on the beach, AD PRO pounded the pavement at Design Miami scoping
out the latest offerings from both emerging and established talents. The theme,
set by this year’s curatorial director Maria Cristina Didero, was The Golden Age:
Looking to the Future. And across the booths—the contemporary ones in
particular—a common thread emerged: future craft. Throughout the floor, visitors
were treated to otherworldly objects, seemingly destined for outer space, an
alternate universe, or a faraway time. But across all, artistry and evidence of the
maker’s hand remained visible.

Nilufar Gallery’s display at Design Miami Photo: James Harris

Superhouse made its debut at Design Miami this year. Photo: James Harris

At Nilufar’s booth, Khaled El Mays’s Lotus Series gave a new look to carved and
colored marble, and it was set against a fantasy future landscape. Meanwhile,
Audrey Large—one of AD’s recent Ones To Watch—debuted creations
resembling renderings produced with her signature 3D-printing method. At the
Superhouse Curio booth Ryan Decker (who cut his teeth in the studio of Misha
Kahn) unveiled light fixtures that combined handblown glass and 3D-printed PLA.
And in the Sarah Myerscough Gallery booth, tulipwood poplar was handcarved to
look like cascading fabric in Christopher Kurtz’s surrealistic Drinks Cabinet, which
felt like a cousin to Brecht Wright Gander’s oozing Knowledge of All Dark Things
table shown with Room 57 Gallery. Gander’s piece served up polished and curly
maple inlaid with abalone, turquoise, lazurite, and more, its motifs drawn from the
Celestial Alphabet. (The Celestial Alphabet was an occult script recorded in the
16th century that, supposedly, could be used to talk to angels.) Finally, at the
Future Perfect booth, Chris Wolston’s overstuffed Mafafa Club Chairs felt pulled
from the sets of Barbarella (the cult 1968 sci-fi flick, which will soon be rebooted
in a remake starring Sydney Sweeney), with its hybrid design of woven rattan
and metal. 

Other standout debuts included a super slick booth, that we have all wanted to
see, by design star Mark Grattan awash in chrome and pale purple (and
speaking of purple, it was everywhere in Miami). Roberto Lugo’s Village Potter
Bodega—a collaboration with gallery R & Company—had collectors in a tizzy,
snapping up the artist’s Water Tower Coffee Pour Overs and Septa Train butter
dishes before the fair even opened. Selfie-lovers flocked to newbie Emma
Scully’s Curio booth to preen in one of the many mirrors on display, all designed
by women artists—Jenny Min’s porcelain piece White Rabbit was the first to sell.
Meanwhile, design people ogled the tiles at Ago Projects—which displayed a
booth-wrapping tile treatment by Ceramica Suro—in collaboration with Fabien
Cappello, and Kohler, which collaborated with Nada Debs on an immersive tile-
forward installation.

Emma Scully Gallery at the fair Photo: James Harris

Work by Roberto Lugo presented by R & Company at Design Miami Photo: James Harris

Of course what is the future without a look back to the past? This year’s
standouts were lesser known names. At Converso—where there’s always a deep
dive into an unexplored nook of design history—the focus was on Arthur Elrod, a
pioneer of the Desert Modernism movement in Palm Springs. The booth interior
was inspired by his 1968 work for Henry and Nancy Ittleson, down to the red
lacquer desk and super long sofas. 

Meanwhile, at Shaker dealer John Keith Russell’s booth, a rare 1840s sewing
stand caught our eye. But perhaps our personal favorite vintage purveyor was
Magen H (the best booth winner’s home was featured in December AD), which
continued its exploration into the virtually unknown legacy of French
architect Hervé Baley. The booth acted as a sort of Miami extension to the
exhibition on view at their New York gallery, which presents Baley’s unique work
—an organic, Frank Lloyd Wright-ian foil to his modernist French contemporaries,
many of whom had work on display elsewhere at the fair. (We’ll spare you the
Prouvé and Perriand this time around.)

Converso at Design Miami Photo: James Harris

Elsewhere Around Town
To celebrate her gallery’s 15th anniversary, the beloved Miami-based art dealer
Nina Johnson mounted a lineup of three stellar solo shows in her Little Haiti
space, designed by AD100 talents Charlap Hyman & Herrero (CHH). Freaky and
somewhat surrealistic flower paintings and cast glass works by Nadia Ayari filled
the main gallery, while shimmering new sculptures and wall works by Raul de
Nieves encrusted with sequins, rhinestones, beads, and buttons (each one is like
a dense collage) dazzled upstairs. 

IYKYK by Minjae Kim at Nina Johnson Gallery Photo: Dominik Tarabanski

Christening the newest space to her compound—the library, also designed by
CHH and outfitted with modular and clear fir shelving—was her inaugural
exhibition of work by the Korean artist Minjae Kim. Called IYKYK, the show was
packed with subtle references to Kim’s heritage—moon jars made from fiberglass
and resin; pseudo lamp shades evoking Joseon-era hats are woven from window
screen netting rather than traditional horse hair. Many pieces tipped (sometimes
literally, like everyone’s favorite lacquered wood rocking chairs) into functionality.
AD100 designer Rafael de Cárdenas grabbed one of those fan favorites on
Monday’s opening night. 

Johnson’s gallery program and buzzy evening events were the talk of the town,
and her booth at the NADA fair was a must-see as well. There, You Keep Our
Spirit Safe Between All Within the Day to Night, a multimedia work by indigenous
artist Patrick Dean Hubbell, was quickly acquired for the permanent collection of
the Pérez Art Museum Miami. 

Jorge Méndez Blake with his new work for the
Bass Photo courtesy The Macallan

The installation and stage outside of the Bass
Museum Photo: Jackie Lee

Speaking of museums, the Bass was the place to be on Friday night, as musician
James Blake took the stage for a synth-y outdoor performance. The occasion?
Scotch distiller The Macallan had launched its newest line of luxury and limited-
edition spirits, M Collection. In the spirit of Miami Art Week, though, there was
more to the release than booze alone: In addition to building the serpentining
outdoor installation we noted in our preview, Macallan hosted a Creators dinner
of design tastemakers, gallerists, nonprofit leaders, fashion designers, and more
at the museum, where they got to catch sight of the line’s special vessels
(designed by Fabien Baron and made from Lalique crystal), as well a special new

Nudo, a new collection by Kelly Wearstler, was on view at the Arca showroom in Wynwood during the festivities in Miami. Photo: Nick Hudson
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(designed by Fabien Baron and made from Lalique crystal), as well a special new
commission by Jorge Méndez Blake. The work, which will remain at the Bass in
perpetuity, presents a remixed visual composition of 99 poems by Mexican poet
José Juan Tablada—todo en español (a welcome sight, when so little Spanish
language was presented at this year’s fair). 

The Macallan’s creative director Jaume Ferras explains that Miami was an ideal
destination for the brand to partner with masters of media outside of beverage.
“We have one art, which is the art of making whiskey. But we like the same level
of excellence when we tell stories about the brand. That’s when we collaborate
with artists,” he says. “Art Basel is all about that: gathering people from different
disciplines, different creators, different art galleries as well, to do something big
together.” We couldn’t have said it better ourselves.
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